Overlapping pKa of the multiprotic hemostyptic
Eltrombopag using UV/VIS multiwavelength
spectroscopy and potentiometry
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Graphical abstract

Abstract
pH-potentiometric and WApH-spectrophotometric titrations of the multiprotic
hemostyptic Eltrombopag for dissociation constants determination were
compared. Hemostyptic and hemostatic Eltrombopag treats low blood platelet
counts in adults with chronic immune idiopathic thrombocytopenia ITP.
Eltrombopag exhibits five protonatable sites in a pH range of 2 to 10, where only
two pK are well separated (ΔpK > 3), while the other three are near dissociation
constants of overlapping equilibria. According to MARVIN prediction, in the
neutral medium Eltrombopag occurs in the slightly water soluble form LH3 that
can be protonated to the soluble species LH4+ and LH52+ The molecule LH3 can
be dissociated to still difficultly soluble species LH2-, LH2- and L3-. Due to
limited solubility of Eltrombopag above pH 9.5 the protonation was studied up to
pH 10. Five dissociation constants can be reliably determined with REACTLAB
and SQUAD84 leading to the same value. From a dependence on ionic strength
the thermodynamic dissociation constants were estimated at 25°C: pKa1T = 2.69,
pKa2T = 6.97, pKa3T = 7.13, pKa4T = 7.65, pKa5T = 8.30. Since pH above 10 and
pH down 5 occurs in a titrated solution the very fine precipitate of Eltrombopag
which is initially forming a slight opalescence, this part of the potentiometric
titration curve pH over 9 and pH below 5 was not taken into regression analysis
to estimate pKa2 = 6.59(01), pKa3 = 7.56(04), pKa4 = 8.48(59), pKa5 = 9.29(34) at
25°C with ESAB.

Absorbance matrix represents absorbance response surface

Prediction of protonation equilibria of Eltrombopag
The whole molecule of Eltrombopag was subdivided into four auxiliary fragments containing
functional groups on which protonation occurred. These predicted pKa values served to compare
with predicted values throughout the structure of the Eltrombopag molecule

Experimental equipment
• Glass electrode HC103 (THETA ´90) – high precision
• Digital pH-metr HANNA HI 3220 (measurement pH in a range
-2.00 to 20.00 with the precision ± 0.002 pH)
• Thermostat ED-5 (JULABO), thermometer
• Input of argon using polyethylene tube to keep carbondioxidefree solution
• Piston microburette for very precise dosing of KOH solution or
HCl (±0,1µL)

Determination of the number of light-absorbing species

The 3D-absorbance-response-surface concerning 71 measured absorption
spectra of protonation equilibria for 9,5 . 10-5 M Eltrombopag in dependence on
pH at 25℃. The Cattel’s scree plot of the Wernimont-Kankare procedure for
the determination of the rank of the absorbance matrix of Eltrombopag k* = 6
leads to six light-absorbing species in the mixture, nc = 6, with the use of
Kankare´s s(A), RSD and RSM.

Analysis of A-pH curves at efficient wavelengths

In a spectra set the five analytical wavelengths a through e were selected at
which the absorbance-pH curves were plotted. Six following figures from pH
= 3.10 through pH = 10.02 show the consecutive deprotonation response in
spectra, when each spectrum was deconvoluted on the spectrum of differently
protonated species in mixture of Eltrombopag.

Protonation equilibria at the response wavelengths
In a spectra set the five analytical wavelengths
a through e were selected at which the
absorbance-pH curves were plotted. Six
following figures from pH = 3.10 through pH
= 10.02 show the consecutive deprotonation
response in spectra, when each spectrum was
deconvoluted on the spectrum of differently
protonated species in mixture of Eltrombopag.
At pH = 3.10 the species LH52+ accompanied
species LH4+ predominates in the solution. At
pH = 6.14 together with the species LH3 two
species LH52+, LH4+ exhibit absorption bands
at the same wavelength of absorption
maximum λmax. At pH = 7.61 the experimental
spectrum is decomposed to three absorption
bands concerning the species LH3 which
dissociate to species LH2- and LH2-. At pH =
8.85 and 9.16 the species L3- occurs with
species LH2- and LH2-, and concentration of
L3- in the solution increases up to pH = 10.02

Search for a range of efficient wavelengths
Inputs of the absorbance data matrix show four regions of selected wavelengths of the 2Dabsorbance-response spectra set for 9.5 × 10-5 M Eltrombopag in dependence on pH at 25℃

Resulting graphs
of protonation equilibria
The graph of molar absorption
coefficients for six variously
protonated species of
Eltrombopag versus wavelength.

Corresponding distribution
diagram of the relative
concentration of six variously
protonated species for
Eltrombopag, (SPECFIT,
ORIGIN)

Protonation equilibria of Eltrombopag analyzed with ESAB
The pH-potentiometric titration
curve of acidified Eltrombopag
plus HCl titrated with KOH is
plotted with the Bjerrum
protonation function indicating
pK values.

The distribution diagram of a
relative presentation of
variously protonated species L3, LH2-, LH2-, LH3 and LH4+ of
Eltrombopag in dependence on
pH at 25ºC, (ESAB,
HYPERQUAD, ORIGIN)

Reliability of estimated pKa´s using the goodness-of-fit test

Thermodynamic dissociation constants of Eltrombopag
Dependence of the mixed dissociation constants of Eltrombopag on the square root of
the ionic strength for five dissociation constants at 25°C.

Conclusion
Spectrophotometric and potentiometric pH-titration allowed the measurement of five dissociation
constants of Eltrombopag, but worse solubility at pH above 9 at Eltrombopag concentration of
micromoles also pH down 5 limits an estimation of the pKa higher than 10 and in potentiometry
lower than 5.
1) In the neutral pH the Eltrombopag occurs in water sparingly soluble form LH3, which is capable
of protonation to form still soluble species LH4+. The species LH3 can be dissociated into water
soluble species L3-. Acid-base titration of the triprotic molecule LH3 with KOH leads to a mixture of
six species H3O+, OH-, LH3, LH2-, LH2-, L3- and the potassium species K+.
2) In the range of pH 2 to 10 five dissociation constants can be reliably estimated from the spectra
when concentration of Eltrombopag is less than 10-4 M at an ionic strength I = 0.005 can be reliably
determined with REACTLAB and SQUAD84 reaching the similar values with both programs. From
a dependence on ionic strength the thermodynamic dissociation constants were estimated at 25°C
pKa1T = 2.69, pKa2T = 6.97, pKa3T = 7.13, pKa4T = 7.65, pKa5T = 8.30

3) Four dissociation constants of Eltrombopag in concentration of 5 micromoles were determined by
regression analysis of potentiometric titration curves without adjusting the ionic strength I = 0.005
and using ESAB and HYPERQUAD: pKa2 = 6.59(01), pKa3 = 7.56(04), pKa4 = 8.48(59), pKa5 =
9.29(34) at 25°C (Table 3). The standard deviations in the last valid unit number are in the brackets.
4) Prediction of the dissociation constants of Eltrombopag was performed using MARVIN program
to specify protonation locations to give the values.

